Onsug Radio - Channel 412
Quaquaversal Satellite 6 (2015-2016)
Hosted by PQ Ribber
53 tracks - 66:16:29

Quaquaversal Satellite is a juxtaposition of fascinating miscellany, continuing the fine Entertainium Tradition, transmitting the trivial in the endless night of the satellite! PQ Ribber is your interlocutor and visionary!!

Visit Onsug Radio Guide for a list of all the channels:
archive.org/details/onsugradio

TRACK LIST

QS: Night Project – Feast (7/1/15) 1:51:14
QS: Night Project – Camel (7/9/15) 1:15:40
QS: Night Project – Hackensack (7/14/15) 1:24:17
QS: Night Project: 57 (7/26/15) 1:25:21
QS: Night Project – S J (7/27/15) 1:15:31
QS: Night Project – Ritual (7/29/15) 1:27:30
QS: Night Project – Yokum (8/9/15) 1:19:56
QS: Night Project – Touchy Fletcher (8/11/15) 1:59:37
QS: Night Project – Fuss (8/12/15) 1:26:20
QS: Night Project – Mr Marx (8/16/15) 1:10:45
QS: Night Project – Nedicks (8/16/15) 1:27:03
QS: Night Project – Ha Ha (8/18/15) 1:36:07
QS: Night Project – New Lands (8/20/15) 1:25:34
QS: Night Project – Farm Safety (8/22/15) 1:33:13
QS: Night Project – Flu Hope (8/23/15) 1:29:21
QS: Night Project – Radio Workshop (8/25/15) 1:39:02
QS: Night Project – Projection (8/27/15) 1:29:06
QS: Night Project – Space (8/30/15) 1:30:04
QS: Night Project – Carbide (9/3/15) 1:49:48
QS: Night Project – 300 (9/9/15) 1:52:41
QS: Night Project – Decoder (9/13/15) 1:38:05
QS: Night Project – Run (9/17/15) 1:24:35
QS: Night Project – Indian Print (9/23/15) 1:08:30
QS: Night Project – Cutlets (10/6/15) 1:00:02
QS: Night Project – Scumbley (10/10/15) 1:00:44
QS: Night Project – Hank Pays (10/23/15) 59:16
QS: Night Project – Lenny (10/25/15) 1:08:45
QS: Night Project – Wowsville (10/29/15) 1:11:07
QS: Night Project – To the Nines (11/9/15) 1:23:06
QS: Night Project – Here (11/12/15) 50:27
QS: Night Project – Burning & Bonding (11/16/15) 1:21:16
QS: Night Project – Cassette Collage (11/17/15) 1:00:02
Jimbo follows up on this week's Overnightscape Central with his Food Fest Thoughts!! Some splendid musical stuff from the archive!! Timothy!! The Girl in the Show!! Jack Benny’s 1944 New Years Show!! Vic and Sade!! That Ribber Guy talks about stuff, too!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Up All Night by Lee Rosevere (Theme Song) is licensed under a Attribution-Noncommercial 2.5 Canada License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.

Vic and Sade!! Live Performance News!! Pop Culture Driveline!! Music from Canolli Beats and a call for assistance in identifying a sample!! (Canolli Beats music (c) Canolli Beats Productions – Used with permission) Jack Benny is Back!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.

Jean Shepherd from July 12, 1975!! Music from PQ and Fruitcake Toothpaste from Saturday Night Art Hop!! Vic and Sade and Russell may be playing Rummy!! Badasserest Radio!! Assorted driveline with Ribber!!
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Up All Night by Lee Rosevere (Theme Song) is licensed under a Attribution-Noncommercial 2.5 Canada License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.

-----------------------------

Music from I Like Food, The Shocking Baby Secrets, and PQ Ribber!! A Minute Monology with Jimbo!! PQ is interviewed via question-list by Jimbo!! Vic and Sade!! Jack Benny!! Babbling and updates!! Another quality ONSUG creation!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Up All Night by Lee Rosevere (Theme Song) is licensed under a Attribution-Noncommercial 2.5 Canada License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.

-----------------------------
QS: Night Project: 57 (7/26/15) 1:25:21

Hulk Hogan!! Newfound Jean Shepherd from 1957!! Old News fun with PQ!! Baby Secrets Sonic Stuff!! Reading from Diary of a Suicide by Wallace E. Baker – read by Lee Smalley!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Up All Night by Lee Rosevere (Theme Song) is licensed under a Attribution-Noncommercial 2.5 Canada License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.

-----------------------------
QS: Night Project – S J (7/27/15) 1:15:31

Jean Shepherd meets S J Perelman from 1958!! Baby Secret Sound Stuff!! TIL Reddit Recap for Friday, July 24th 2015 (Creative Commons by Matt Greene)!! Otis and the Negotians by Julesworks!! PQ Ribber is your host and guide!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Up All Night by Lee Rosevere (Theme Song) is licensed under a Attribution-Noncommercial 2.5 Canada License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.

Released July 2015 on The Overnightscape Underground (onsug.com), an Internet talk radio channel focusing on a freeform monologue style, with diverse and clever hosts presenting unique programs, historic archival material, and nocturnal audio emissions.

-----------------------------
QS: Night Project – Ritual (7/29/15) 1:27:30

Vast Entertainium in a handy audio capsule!! Mary Livingstone talk!! Jack Benny and his Program are in the House, Grape-Nut Flakes, and all!! Baby Secrets and a classic Phydeaux III recording of “Pornographic Glasses”!! Vic, Sade, and Young Russell and an Important Lodge Document!! A Jimbo Minute Monology!! PQ reads a newly rediscovered Julesworks/Otis Career tale!! Nero Wolfe, Animal Man, Minks, Hunting, and Hooper Dip!!
Everyone’s favorite sporadical audio assemblage of Entertainium is back with new recordings of I Like Food, featuring Fruitcake Toothpaste, Vic and Sade – well, Fletcher and Sade...., babblings of Lil Abner, Ham Fisher, and other unearthly delights, Jack Benny, a dash of Shep on Nedick’s from 1957, The Baby Secrets, and more!! PQ Ribber is your host and producer!!

Released July 2015 on The Overnightscape Underground (onsug.com), an Internet talk radio channel focusing on a freeform monologue style, with diverse and clever hosts presenting unique programs, historic archival material, and nocturnal audio emissions.

Classic Jean Shepherd from June of 1957!! Baby Secrets!! Vic and Sade!! Ribberoake!! A story!! Metababbling!! The Entertainium is HERE!!

A new gadget!! Audio Collageses!! Jack Benny and the crew!! Baby Secrets Sounds!! NUFORC 1975 UFO Sighting Report!! A little Invective Hurling with Shep!! A choice chapter from My Experiences as an Executioner by James Berry!! Twin Peaks Babbulum and other Drivelene!! PQ Ribber is your Entertainium Master!!

Jack Benny and Groucho Marx!! Musical treats!! Timeline Sci-Fi fun with E E Smith’s Lord Tedrick!! Drivelene with your polymathematical host, PQ Ribber, too!!
Chrontendo!! Doc Sleaze’s Classic Sleazecast is coming!! 1957 Jean Shepherd for your ears!! UFO incident report from 1975!! TIL Reddit Recap for Saturday, August 15th 2015 (Thanks to Matt Greene!) The most kissed face!! Assorted musical interludes and hosting/etc by PQ Ribber!!

Columbia Radio Workshop magic is wrapped in audio collagic Baby Secret sound sizzlings!! Possible Orson Welles!! Chapter One of New Lands by Charles Fort!! Reddit Recap!! PQ Ribber takes all blame!

A thrill-packed Entertainium Parcel!! This allotment includes: Jack Benny from Lemoore Airforce Base!! Chapter Two of New Lands by Charles Fort!! Rare Lum and Abner!! A fresh ONSUG based audio collage segment/masterwork!! Baby Secret Sounds!! A tasty slice of 1957 Jean Shepard!! PQ Ribber is your Soundchef!!
A 1944 Bob Hope Show featuring an appearance by Lum and Abner!! Two new Baby Secret things!! Chapter 3 of The New Lands by Charles Fort!! Audio Collage!! Jean Shepherd reads Fu Manchu!! Irium!! PQ Ribber is your full-service Producer/Host and Caterer!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

A 1936!! Vic and Sade!! Chapter 4 of New Lands by Charles Fort!! LOTS of New Baby Secrets Sound Stuff!! Audio Collage Joys and Wonders!! PQ Ribber invites your ears to a smorgasbord of obscurities!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

“Cartwheel”!! More Baby Secrets and Forty-One returns with ’Wayne’s Bir’ (used with permission))!! Chapter Five of New Lands by Charles Fort!! PQ Ribber hosts and curates and produces and all that stuff!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Ribber brings Space Songs in cover form to the table!! Chapter Six of New Lands by Charles Fort!! Jimbo/Baby Secrets collaborations!! Jack Benny from Livermore!! A 1997 article that Gregory Pleshaw wrote, on PQ, emerges!! Drivelene and Entertainium!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.
Time and space are compressed into a splendid ball of Entertainium!! Vic and Sade!! Jean Shepherd tells the tale of the Carbide Cannon from 1974!! Historical music stuff!! Chapter Seven of New Lands by Charles Fort!! All this and Robert Anton Wilson, too!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Up All Night by Lee Rosevere (Theme Song) is licensed under a Attribution-Noncommercial 2.5 Canada License.

This 300th Quaquaversal Satellite!! There's Vic and Sade!! Another superb Columbia Workshop episode with 2 swell schtories!! A clip from 2014 with Trentus Magnus commenting on the QS and ONSUG!! Randomized ONSUG with commentary!! Chapter 8 of New Lands by Charles Fort!! A new cover version and some Baby Secret Sounds, too!! PQ Ribber is your man-about-everything!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Musical cover and collaboration with Jimbo!! A 1958 version of a familiar Jean Shepherd story!! I Like Food – Live on Main St, Truth or Consequences, New Mexico!! Louis Riel!! The Shadow!! PQ Ribber compiles, creates and commentates!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

A fine blend of the Best Entertainiums!! Vic and Sade are in The House!! Fun Baby Secrets and a Classic Phydeaux III track!! The Columbia Radio Workshop presents 'There Must Be Something Else'!! PQ examines random ONSUG clips!! Your best listening value!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Theme Music from my pal Sneety, in Ireland!! Nine Hollywood Square celebs from 1968 are profiled!! Vic and Sade are here, kind of, as PQ tries to present one of the later episodes and has file quality fun!! New musical permutations including a new collaboration with Jimbo!! Also: a tiny touch of Mr F LeMur!!
Audio collages revisited and replanned (created in collaboration with Jimbo)!! Vic and Sade and Russell and Third Lieutenant Stanley!! Some Phydeaux III rehearses ‘I Live Quietly’!! Fascinating PQ Ribber commentation and such-like, too!!

‘I Live Quietly’ composed by Rex Hoss Thompson’

Audio Collagery and Music including colaboratoria with Jimbo!! Green Chile for all!! Random ONSUG goodies and commentary!! Another PQ Ribber extravaganza in just over one hour of your valued time!!

Lenny Bruce on Drugs!! Robert Anton Wilson on King Kong and Members!! Song Parody made with and about Jimbo!! Baby Secrets!! Field Recordings and Manipulations!! Archive Mining!! Another unmarketable landmark in internet broadcast from PQ Ribber!!

Jimbo Science Fiction Musics Galore!! Cool Air by HP Lovecraft!! Gregory Pleshaw on Psychiatry Vs Buddhism!! Vic and Sade!! Deftly manipulated into a mulligatawny for your ears by PQ Ribber!!
QS: Night Project – To the Nines (11/9/15) 1:23:06

Music from All Orange's Nagual Sun LP, 'The Battle of Orleans'!! Three Nines contributes a monologue!! Ramplin’ Ribber!! Music collaboration between Jimbo and Shocking Baby Secrets!! Six Gun Gorilla Revisited!! Vic and Sade!! Worth the wait?

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.

QS: Night Project – Here (11/12/15) 50:27

PQ drivels about sundry and silly things like food!! Vic and Sade!! Baby Secret Thingys!! A skidproof edition of your Night Project!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.

QS: Night Project – Burning & Bonding (11/16/15) 1:21:16

Extra-Special Guest, Smoke Daddy, who has been involved with constructing ‘The Man’ sculptures at the Burning Man Festival for 18 years, reminisces and tells stories of The Playa and Art!! Music from Conspiracy of the Insignificant in Phydeaux III mode!! Stephen Jules Rubin is back with a rample on James Bond Movies!! An historic and epic episode!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.

QS: Night Project – Cassette Collage (11/17/15) 1:00:02

PQ presents a rediscovered audio collage cassette from approximately 1997!! Vic and Sade make their regular visit to the QS!! Entertainium avalanche!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.

QS: Night Project – Eyes (12/3/15) 41:22

An epic return after another inexplicable sabbatical!! New collaboratory Hit Music by Jimbo!! Joe Gipson joins us for an Overnightscape Central Follow-Up, as well as a startling announcement!! Vic and Sade and Young Russell also appear, courtesy Rhymer Industries!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.
* The Crazy World of Vic and Sade

* All Jimbo’s Onsug music and more: Soundcloud page

 QS: Night Project – Island Again (12/4/15) 48:07

More songs from the new Jimbo/Ribber collaboration!! Frankenstein!! Century-Old Showbiz News!! Houdini and Jess Willard!! The Magic Island Returns!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

 Attribution by PQ Ribber.

 QS: Night Project – Scoop (12/10/15) 1:12:55

A suggestion from a Friendly Listener, a Musicollage called ‘21’, Vic and Sade, The Magic Island, and the soulful rample stylings of PQ Ribber!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

 Attribution by PQ Ribber and Chad Bowers.

 QS: Night Project – Lost Teeth (12/17/15) 56:25

A splendid blend of Entertainium Modules!! New collage-music from Chad Bowers!! Baby Secret Stuffs!! The Magic Island!! Old-School L O C’s!! Vic and Sade and the Missing Teeth of Gumpox!! PQ Ribber talks some, too!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

 Attribution by PQ Ribber and Chad Bowers.

 QS: Night Project – Timeline 23 (12/19/15) 1:44:11

Continuing the examination of interconnected audio timelines, this audio meditation features a particularly fascinating Jean Shepherd Program from 1968, Magic Island, a fresh sound sammitch from Chad Bowers, a short but funny story, a Musical Flash-Back, and your host, PQ Ribber, expressing varying ideas.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

 Attribution by PQ Ribber and Chad Bowers.

 QS: Night Project – Tales of Suspense (1/10/16) 1:05:14
A look at the classic Silver-Age Marvel comics Tales of Suspense issues 59-63, as created by Stan Lee, with Don Heck on Iron Man, and Jack ‘King’ Kirby as they re-birth Captain America!! Three Nines offers a Follow-Up to the Overnightscape Central on The Library!! Jimbo assembles audio fun inspired by the upcoming Central on The Radio!! The Magic Island has new and scary developments!! Lotsa fun musics!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.

QS: Night Project – Undersea City (1/19/16) 54:00

Jimbo is on hand in many ways to get things back up and running at the recently-enbafflified QS!! The Magic Island!! Baby Secrets!! Ribber and his Drivelene!! 14th Century London, too!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.

Released January 2016 on The Overnightscape Underground (onsug.com), an Internet talk radio channel focusing on a freeform monologue style, with diverse and clever hosts presenting unique programs, historic archival material, and nocturnal audio emissions.

QS: Night Project – Luxury (1/23/16) 1:08:49

A double-dose of Jimbo Fun!! Music from Octazooka!! The Magic Island!! Baby Secrets!! PQ Ribber presents, commentates, pontificates, and evaluates!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.

QS: Night Project – Monster (1/30/16) 44:34

A comedic opus-interlude from Jimbo!! The Conspiracy of the Insignificant meet the Mad Monster!! Magic Island Fun!! A snappy, but resilient installment!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.

QS: Night Project – Expansion Set (2/4/16) 51:44

New Conspiracy of the Insignificant sound/hybrid creations!! The Magic Island!! Bob Elliot has passed so we get some classic Bob and Ray!! PQ Ribber talks about the recent Overnightscape Central, American Truck Simulator, Rat Fink A Boo Boo, and other unrelated ideas!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.

Released February 2016 on The Overnightscape Underground (onsug.com), an Internet talk radio channel focusing on a freeform monologue style,
with diverse and clever hosts presenting unique programs, historic archival material, and nocturnal audio emissions.

 QS: Night Project – Stupified (2/18/16) 43:25

 Music from Be Stupid, the newest project in sound and music!! The Magic Island!! Eddie Cantor and Aluminum Cleaner!! PQ Ribber pours some Drivelene on and the QS is back on the air!!

 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

 Attribution by PQ Ribber.

 QS: Night Project – Padlock (2/19/16) 1:09:02

 A saga of a Padlock – Part 1!! The Magic Island!! Henry Morgan from March 1946!! Be Stupid is back with another hit!! YouTube viewing babble!! One for the ages!!

 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

 Attribution by PQ Ribber.

 QS: Night Project – Wild Root (2/20/16) 1:02:03

 The exciting conclusion to the Padlock saga!! A surprise goody from Chad Bowers << click for added zest in a new tab!! Jimbo is here!! The Magic Island continues the adventures!! Music from Be Stupid!! PQ Ribber is your dazed presenter!!

 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

 Attribution by PQ Ribber.

 Released February 2016 on The Overnightscape Underground (onsug.com), an Internet talk radio channel focusing on a freeform monologue style, with diverse and clever hosts presenting unique programs, historic archival material, and nocturnal audio emissions.

 QS: Night Project – CC (2/21/16) 50:10

 The Magic Island!! Henry Trengrouse and his Rocket Life-Saving Apparatus!! Vanishing Point by CC Beck!! Musical Selections with Ribber singing, including the 5th, and latest track from Be Stupid!! Kimbo Slice Fight and other thoughts with your host and one-man-staff, PQ Ribber!!

 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

 Attribution by PQ Ribber.

 Released February 2016 on The Overnightscape Underground (onsug.com), an Internet talk radio channel focusing on a freeform monologue style, with diverse and clever hosts presenting unique programs, historic archival material, and nocturnal audio emissions.

 QS: Night Project – Arc (2/25/16) 1:05:58

 Tom Snyder meets the Cars!! Eddie Murray contributes a Follow-Up to this past week's Overnightscape Central on 3 TV Shows!! The Magic Island!!
New Audio Goodies from Jimbo!! The Be Stupid's latest 'Variations'!! PQ Ribber is your host!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.

Released February 2016 on The Overnightscape Underground (onsug.com), an Internet talk radio channel focusing on a freeform monologue style, with diverse and clever hosts presenting unique programs, historic archival material, and nocturnal audio emissions.

QS: Night Project – Roscoes (2/28/16) 1:19:06

Jean Shepherd from February, 1965!! The Magic Island!! Classic Baby Secrets!! PQ Ribber provides curation, commentary, and quips!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.

QS: Night Project – Zachariah (3/3/16) 54:08

A group movie review of Zachariah (1971), with Special Guests, Chad Bowers, Jimbo, and Marc Rose!! The Magic Island, too!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.

QS: Night Project – Martian Music (3/13/16) 56:32


This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.

QS: Night Project – Detour (3/16/16) 56:07

PQ is joined by Jimbo and Shambles Constant in a group review of Detour (1945)!! Two mixes of a new Baby Secret-like hybrid!! The Magic Island!! Some particularly surreal Bob and Ray!! Peter Tripp and his Sleep-a-Thon!! Next Group Movie Review will be Private Snuffy Smith (1942)!! YouTubery!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.

QS: Night Project – Snuffy (3/30/16) 56:39

Rolling Stones Rampling!! Jimbo helps review 'Private Snuffy Smith' (1942) as part of Group Film Focus III!! New Music From Be Stupid!! Polar Expeditions!! Little Rascals Talk!! As ever, your host, compiler/assembler/content deliverer is PQ Ribber!!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 United States License.

Attribution by PQ Ribber.